
ALGAOEE   
Minutes of meeting at Natural England offices, Cambridge, on 7th 
September 2012 
 
Present: 
Vanessa Clarke (Bedford Borough Council; minute-taker), Quinton Carroll (Cambridgeshire 
County Council), Stewart Bryant (Hertfordshire County Council), Deborah Priddy (English 
Heritage), Richard Havis (Essex County Council), John Ette (English Heritage), Dr. Jess 
Tipper (Suffolk County Council), Rebecca Casa-Hutton (Peterborough City Council), Martin 
Oake (Central Bedfordshire Council), Sarah Clarkson (Natural England) and Ruth Garner 
(Natural England) 
 
1. Apologies 
Steve Kemp (Environment Agency), Tom Gilbert-Wooldridge (English Heritage), Jenny 
Glazebrook (East Anglian Archaeology), Keith Wade (Suffolk County Council), Dr. Will 
Fletcher (English Heritage), Simon West (St. Albans District).  
 
2. Minutes of Last Meeting 
No minutes to agree.  
 
3. Local Authority & Partner Agency updates 
 
• NATURAL ENGLAND – East of England Historic Environment Adviser post 
 
RG of Natural England (NE): An advert has gone out for the role of East of England Historic 
Environment Adviser. The post will initially be on a fixed-term contract basis. However, NE 
would also consider a secondment. The contract is due to end in March 2013 but all posts at 
NE are currently this length due to government policy and Natural England approach; it is not 
linked to CAP Reform. If interested in the role, the contact is either Caroline Spence or Ian 
Trouse at NE. The decision to fill this role has been heavily influenced by the work carried out 
by both Ruth Garner and her colleague Jo Barnes, both in the southeast, who set out over a 
year ago, all the work that needs doing. At that point, the East was part of a super-region of 
the East, London and SouthEast but this area has since been deemed too big and has been 
split up again; RG and JB wanted to get the post sorted before it was just the East again.     
 
JE: Offered to assist with the interview process because of the importance of the post to the 
heritage sector, particularly in the East of England. English Heritage would also like to be 
involved in the first few weeks of key training to get synergies working and in place.   
 
SC of Natural England: Confirmed that a secondment can last up to 5 years. There is a 
possibility that the post will be re-advertised and the closing date extended because the 
original advert did not mention a secondment.  
 
RG: 1 full-time Historic Environment Adviser post will not cover the shortfall, in terms of 
manpower versus workload but will be a significant leap forward compared to the current 
situation.   
 
QC: The region needs to actively welcome the HEA role to make sure that the argument for 
retaining the post is reinforced.  
 
SB: Suggested a meeting between rural officers, HECAS’s and the new HEA, when 
appointed.  
 
QC: Offered to provide an introduction to Historic Environment Records. 
 
 
ACTIONS:  
 - Provide input and assistance to HEA interview process and training in post holder’s first few 
weeks  JE 



 
 
• NATURAL ENGLAND – National context – SHINE and FEP process 
 
RG: grant is available for SHINE, particularly to those who haven’t done any in the past.  
 
RH: Has applied for SHINE funding for Essex, Great London and South-East.  
 
SC: NE currently testing web-based portal for HER/ HLS consultations – means that instead 
of ’FEPer’ sending a form, idea is that they will add in the field number and agreement 
number to web-portal, then fields will automatically be shown with numbers. All SHINE 
polygons and designations will also be shown. HER’s response will be written on and sent 
back via web-portal. SC is testing from the Natural England/ ‘FEPer’ viewpoint and West 
Berkshire, Suffolk and Devon from the HER viewpoint; the latter are testing 2-3 cases each. 
There is an ALGAO Countryside Committee meeting at the end of the month, where this will 
be discussed further. This is not about reducing the amount of money to HER’s but about 
speeding up the process.  
 
 
• NATURAL ENGLAND – National context – Scheduled Monuments at Risk  
 
SC: confirmed that Scheduled Monuments at Risk are on NE’s agenda from the HLS point of 
view. Target has been agreed with English Heritage to reduce the number of SM’s at risk 
through HLS. In 2012-13, a percentage of agreements (85%) in the pipeline will ensure that 
Scheduled Monuments at Risk are addressed. In future years, it may be possible to go back 
and look at Scheduled Monuments at Risk that have been missed by previous schemes.  
 
JE: Region needs to work together with NE on this matter. English Heritage will put together a 
package which will aid co-operation between EH, NE and LA’s in order to achieve targets.  
 
DP: This is especially important, given the number of sites under the plough in this region.  
 
JE: There over 200 SM’s in the region, which fall into the highest category of risk.   
 
SC: Has worked with Dave Kenny of English Heritage to produce a ‘list’. Targeting sites on 
this list through HLS, to reduce their risk level, will be a major priority for the HEA, when in 
post.  
 
 
 
ACTIONS:  
 - Put package together to help Natural England achieve 85% target for improving the 
condition of Scheduled Monuments at Risk through HLS.  
 JE 
  
- Consider applying for SHINE funding, where necessary ALL 
 
 
 
• ENGLISH HERITAGE – Regional context 
 
JE: From 1st November, there will be a new structure in place. The national Heritage at Risk 
team will be in the centre. Designation Teams will sit locally. There will not be a huge loss of 
posts but there will be three tiers of Inspectors, with some downgrading of existing posts to 
Assistant Inspector level.  
  
JE: Sits on board of Heritage Crime Activity group. Trying to move ‘Neglect’ group forward to 
encompass all heritage asset types.  
  
 



• LOCAL AUTHORITY 
 
MO: busy with development control. Have re-established relationship with Luton Borough 
Council and there is now a new SLA in place for both archaeological development control 
advice and the provision and maintenance of the HER. No internal restructuring on the 
horizon.  
 
RC-H: new appointment of intern for a year, assisting with the HER.  
 
VC: busy with development control. Have recently moved both office and HER to Borough 
Hall and is currently working towards the Library Linking of all scanned records. Has just 
submitted a large HLF bid for the heritage interpretation of a proposed new park on the 
eastern edge of Bedford. Have also submitted NMP proposal.   
 
JT: Keith Wade to retire in December 2013. Currently, 2 jobs being advertised internally, one 
for the County Archaeologist’s post and one on the field side. In addition, FLO post to be 
advertised externally. Still progressing with Heritage Review and ‘challenging discussions’ 
with districts taking place in regards to SLA’s. The contracting team is being moved into a 
separate trading organisation from next year and will be fully externalised from 2014. The 
Record Office is looking to move to a new Heritage Centre, combining three existing record 
offices – funding bid to HLF and capital bid to County Council being explored for this purpose. 
The future of the Record Office will be reviewed when things are on a more stable footing. 
One of the issues being looked at is that of depositors having deposited their items in 
Lowestoft, potentially being unhappy that items will end up in Ipswich – considering 
digitisation to address this.   
 
RH: Forthcoming 6 monthly SLA reviews with all 12 districts. There are now 12 SLA’s 
internally. From April 2013, curatorial team is likely to be externalised – will be tapering grant 
from ECC over following three years but details not yet known. Looking at 100% costs 
recovery from districts in next 3 years. Looking at charging utilities. Aiming at 80% utilisation 
(fee earning time). Looking at 30% overheads without management costs, which are currently 
in the region of £400,000. All specialist services will be externalised and £300,000 on top of 
the SLA’s will need to be brought in.  
 
DG: Business ‘as normal’. HER post to be filled this week. Norfolk’s online HER has just had 
its 100,000 visitor and the website has been redesigned. Have various placement students, 
including from CBA. Reminder that Norfolk have put out ‘call for interest’ for NMP projects in 
response to English Heritage’s ‘call for sites’ as part of Heritage Protection - Norfolk is looking 
for quick and easy projects to undertake. Work being done on Norwich UAD. Currently, 
undertaking divestment of windmills. Have just signed Memorandum of Understanding with 
Milestone Society in regards to re-carving and re-painting. Any budgets less than £1000 have 
now been removed and 10% lost from controllable budgets, creating a total loss of £18,000.    
  
SB: Development very busy – a number of big sites are coming forward. Herts are now 
charging for utilities; charges can be found on Hertfordshire CC website. Confirmed that they 
charge for pre-app enquiries and these charges increase in line with inflation each year. 
Hertfordshire have just completed their HER audit and have taken part in the pilot study for 
the Heritage Gateway & GIS project. Currently, undertaking the major task of externalising the 
planning side of the Biological Records Centre (HBRC), which is being transferred to the 
Wildlife Trust. There is now an SLA between the HBRC and Hertfordshire CC for the 
provision of ecological planning advice. There will be more ‘elbow room’ in the budget next 
year although from 2014-15, the team is almost certainly likely to be reduced.  In regards to 
Heritage Crime, useful that Hertfordshire’s new Chief Constable is as ex-archaeologist.  
 
QC: New Head of Service again; 6 in 3 years. Archaeology Service regarded as an asset by 
Cabinet and so is to be left alone as a self-contained team. Once re-structuring is complete, 
team will be ‘properly funded’. Will know by the end of the year as to what is happening. The 
new priority will be heritage tourism. There is a new vacancy within the HER, which will be 
filled internally. The sites of Northstow and Alconbury are keeping the team very busy and are 
also very politically active – considering another member of staff, if all the big developments in 



the pipeline come online all at once. FLO internship being hosted for Colchester. Work has 
begun on the Nuclear Bunker, which will be the new archive store for Cambridgeshire.  
 
 
ACTIONS:  
- Consider regional charging policy for utilities whilst being careful not to fall foul of 

monopoly rules.   
 ALL 
 

   
 
4. Charging Policies 
 
QC: Cambridge currently charge for HER commercial enquiries, as part of SLA’s, but not pre-
application enquiries, briefs, monitoring etc. 
  
SB: Hertfordshire charge for pre-application advice; charge for pre-app utility advice; licensed 
charging for HER which had doubled their income; where not SLA’s, charging for briefs.  
WSI’s and monitoring visits. Do not charge householders for pre-application advice.   
 
MO: general pre-application charging as part of Planning Services 
 
VC: no pre-application charging at present, or for anything else.  
 
RH: suggested getting together to consider regional charges as needs to be more consistent 
approach to utility companies, especially where linear schemes cross several borders.  
 
JE: issue of charging being looked at within English Heritage. Concerned that if LA’s charge, 
developers will come to EH for ‘free advice’. Suggests that will make delivery of advice more 
difficult.   
 
All: either charging or will be charging for pre-application advice. There is less will to charge 
for briefs, signing-off WSI’s and monitoring visits.  
 
 
 
ACTIONS:  
 - Consider regional charging policy for utilities whilst being careful not to fall foul of monopoly 
rules. To be kept on Agenda as an item requiring up-dates. To be put on agenda for DC 
Forum.           QC, ALL, 
 VC 
 
 
 
5. ALGAO Reports/ Surveys 
 
JE: Staffing survey to be updated.  
 
 
6. National Issues with regional implications 
 
• NPPF, PPS5 & EH Guidance 
SB: The HEF guidance currently has no status. It will go to DCLG at some point in the future 
but is not their highest priority. The EH Practice Guidance is still live. There is currently no 
threat to NPPF that the sector is aware of. 
 
JE: NPPF could be re-visited if economy does not begin to recover but could make 
government look foolish if changed within its first year.  
 



SB: Proposal to grant Permitted Development Rights for extensions up to 8m long may 
reduce the number of planning applications each authority receives.  
 
JE: Thinks that consultation process for extensions will be similar to Agricultural Notifications 
process.   
 
• Penfold Review 
JE: Good set of responses to consultation, despite short time-scale. Over 400 people 
responded, with good quality input. Most challenged issue was for the proposal to use 
‘Accredited Agents’. 
 
• Standard and Guidance for archaeological advice 
QC: has been asked to provide case study. Is expected to be in papers for IfA AGM, which 
will take place on Monday 8th October 2012.  
 
DG: Standards and Guidance will be trialled and if any changes need to be made these will 
be carried out within first 12 months.    
 
• Flood Risk Management Plans Consultation 
 
SB: Deadline is 31st October 2012. Ken Smith (KS) is leading for ALGAO and SB suggested 
that KS arranges a meeting with the Environment Agency to discuss.  
 
RH – looking at SLA with Essex’s Flood Team to deal with SUDS. National guidance on 
SUDS doesn’t include the Historic Environment. 
 
QC: did manage to include historic environment in their county SUDS guidance.  
 
RH: had one application where SUDS was not shown as it fell outside red line boundary of 
planning application.  
 
SB: SUDS is now a county responsibility, completely outside of the planning system.  
 
JE: suggested if because of SUDS or PD rights (in regards to extensions), we begin to loose 
nationally important archaeology, then we need to look at designation.  
 
JE: suggested English Heritage do training locally on SUDS matters. 
 
DP: suggested that we need to take issue to AMEY.  
 
 
 
ACTIONS:  

 - Check local level SUDS guidance for inclusion of historic environment.    
          ALL 

 
 
 
• Localism Act 
QC: Has had quite a few approaches from parish councils and so is to run training for them 
on Localism.  
 
  
• Local government changes 
 
ACTIONS:  
 - To be dropped from Agenda  

          QC 
 
 



• Heritage Crime Initiative 
 
QC: 2 ‘night hawkers’ arrested in Cambridgeshire last week. Training Seminar to be held in 
Cambridge on Thursday 13th September.  
 
 
• Metal detecting & PAS 
 
QC & JE: conviction of Cottenham night hawkers. Northamptonshire police are to bring 12 
charges. Used JCB to remove artefacts on a scheduled site. 
 
QC: asked how much Natural England was aware of the metal-detecting issue? 
 
RG & SC: confirmed that under ELS, sites under grass cannot be disturbed, nor can known 
archaeological sites. Under HLS, Natural England need to be notified of any intention to 
metal-detect land covered by this scheme. For CSS or early ELS (pre-2004 agreement) the 
advice is different and should be checked with Natural England.  
 
• Agri-environment 
 
ALL: nothing to add.  
 
 
• DESIGNATIONS – Scheduling 
 
JE: Requested again that each authority provides a list of ‘top-ten’ sites for scheduling/ de-
scheduling. He will then negotiate with the Heritage Protection Department in regards to each 
list.   
 
JT: Sent Suffolk’s list after January’s ALGAOEE meeting and has not had a response to date. 
This list included the nationally important but undesignated Snape burial mounds.  
 
JE: Confirmed that any lists have to be submitted online; you can’t just send a list through the 
post.  
 
DG: Has previously had a number of negative experiences when having contacted English 
Heritage to get a building/ site either listed or scheduled.  
 
SB: The region needs to ‘push together’ to add pressure on the Heritage Protection 
Department to look at revisions to scheduling.  
 
JE: Drew attention to the Bury St. Edmunds example where designation hasn’t been got right.  
 
 
ACTIONS:  
Provide list of Top Ten sites for designation for each authority area & send to Designation 
Team via John Ette.  
 
 ALL 
 
• ADS – Sword-Arm 
 
QC: Explained that this is a digital archive being offered to archaeological contractors by the 
Archaeological Data Service of York, where they can deposit their research archives. The 
contractor can get a price from ADS for digital archiving at the start of a project. The process 
is apparently much speedier and from the 8th May should be available online. For further info, 
see the following webpages: http://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/blog/sword-arm/     
 
  
   



• THE RURAL SETTLEMENT OF ROMAN BRITAIN PROJECT – Cotswolds Archaeology 
and University of Reading 
 
SB & QC: Confirmed that there is an over-arching agreement with the Archaeological Data 
Service (ADS) in regards to copyright issues. Cambridgeshire has already supplied copies of 
its ‘grey-literature’ reports.  
 
QC: First workshop in Eastern region on Saturday 16th March 2013. 
  
 
 
7. Regional Issues and Projects 
 
• Regional Research Framework 
QC: Reminder that list of key projects from 2008-10 needs to be submitted to Jenny 
Glazebrook so that Table of Significant Sites can be updated on RRF website. October 12th is 
the next meeting of the EAA editorial board.  
 
ACTIONS:  
List of key projects from 2008-10 from each authority, needs to be submitted to Jenny 
Glazebrook so that she can create "What's New" tables.  This will fit in part with work to 
create lists for annual round-up reports prepared for site journals. 
 
  ALL 
 
 
 
• Regional Planning Issues 
Nothing to report 
 
• EoE Environment Forum 
QC: meeting next week.  
 
• EoE Historic Environment Forum 
Nothing to report 
 
• Coastal Issues — (please term Water Management for future agenda) 
Nothing to report 
 
• European Projects 
Remove from Agenda 
 
ACTIONS:  
Remove European Projects from future Agendas.  
 
 
8.0 Regional Sub-groups:  
 
VC: Next DC Forum meeting to held on 30th November at Bedford Borough Council.  
HECAs, nothing to report.  
HER, nothing to report 
 
 
10.0 Date and location of next meeting:  
ALL: Friday 11th January at English Heritage offices, Cambridge.  
DP 
 
11.0 AoB:  
 
ACTIONS: 



QC: Agenda will be circulated in advance by QC and group will decide whether a particular 
topic is still valid for that date.  
QC, ALL 
 


